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  Plaintiffs Joshua Little, Samantha Mason, and Gregory Stewart (“Plaintiffs”), by their 

attorneys Wittels Law, bring this action in their individual capacity, and on behalf of a class of 

persons defined below, against Defendants Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC, and Ambit Northeast, 

LLC and hereby allege the following with knowledge as to their own acts, and upon information 

and belief as to all other acts: 

OVERVIEW OF DEFENDANT AMBIT’S DECEPTIVE PRACTICES 

1. Seizing on the nation’s push to deregulate retail energy markets and provide 

consumers with alternatives to traditional utilities like PSE&G in New Jersey, independent 

energy service companies like Defendant Ambit Energy1 (called “ESCOs”) have grown rapidly.  

Founded in 2006, Ambit Energy has quickly become one of the nation’s largest ESCOs.  Based 

in Dallas, Texas Ambit now serves over 1 million electric and natural gas customers in 16 states 

and the District of Columbia, 94% of whom are residential customers like Plaintiffs.  While 

claiming on its website that customers “are choosing Ambit Energy as the best choice in energy 

today,” the fast-growing venture neglects to mention that by choosing Ambit, customers enrolled 

in Ambit’s “budget billing” plans often find themselves saddled with several hundreds of dollars 

in hidden and illegal fees.  

2. Ambit markets itself as a less-expensive alternative to existing utilities, telling 

potential customers that “we’re proud to give our Customers the consistent savings they deserve . 

. . .”  Unfortunately, customers who switch find just the opposite – and end up actually paying far 

too much for their energy.  Ambit’s budget billing plan, which it offers to consumers in several 

markets across the United States, is a prime example.  Rather than helping customers manage 

                                                
1 “Ambit Energy” or “Ambit” is how this giant private company holds itself out to the general 
public.  Ambit, available at http://ww2.ambitenergy.com.  Upon information and belief, the 
operations of the corporate defendants are directed by Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC.  Both 
Defendants are hereafter collectively referred to as “Ambit Energy,” “Ambit” or the “Company,” 
unless otherwise specified. 
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their energy charges, Ambit’s budget billing plan breaks customers’ budgets with hidden charges 

and undisclosed rates. 

3. Ambit’s website states that the energy company calculates the average monthly 

amount owed by a budget billing customer and then bills the customer a set monthly rate based 

on the average rate.  However, the website is misleading and fails to disclose that budget billing 

customers whose energy costs are higher than what they were billed for will carry a balance and 

will have to pay hundreds or thousands of dollars in so-called “settlement” charges once they 

leave Ambit.  The website also fails to inform consumers that the energy rate itemized on 

customers’ monthly bills is not the actual rate that Ambit is charging them.  

4. Ambit touts its budget billing program as a “convenient way[] to help you budget 

your household expenses and avoid the highs and lows of the usual energy bill.”  The truth is, 

however, that Ambit’s budget billing plans mask the company’s exorbitant energy rates by  

failing to inform customers that their budget payments are not covering all amounts due, and 

misrepresenting the balance customers actually owe.  As a result, unsuspecting budget billing 

consumers like Plaintiffs Little, Mason, and Stewart pay Ambit’s monthly bills without knowing 

that they are accumulating additional charges that Ambit later springs on them.   

5. Ambit’s budget billing practices violate the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act 

(N.J.S.A. 56:8-1 et seq.) and the Truth-in-Consumer Contract, Warranty and Notice Act 

(N.J.S.A. 56:12-14 et seq.). 

6. Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and a Class of Ambit 

customers similarly harmed and described below.  Plaintiffs seek, inter alia, a refund of 

overcharges, statutory treble damages, injunctive and declaratory relief, and attorneys’ fees and 

costs.  

7. Only through a class action can Ambit’s customers remedy Ambit’s ongoing 

wrongdoing.  Because the monetary damages suffered by each customer are small compared to 
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the much higher cost a single customer would incur in trying to challenge Ambit’s unlawful 

practices, it makes no financial sense for an individual customer to bring their own lawsuit.  

Further, many customers don’t even realize they are victims of Ambit’s deceptive conduct. 

8. With this class action, Plaintiffs and the Class seek to level the playing field and 

ensure that companies like Ambit engage in fair and upright business practices.  Plaintiffs 

therefore seek equitable relief in addition to monetary damages.  Plaintiffs ask that the Court 

declare Defendants’ business practices impermissible, enjoin Defendants from continuing their 

dishonest practices, require that Defendants return all misappropriated monies, and compensate 

Plaintiffs and the Class for all damages suffered as a result of Defendants’ deceptive acts.   

PARTIES 

9. Plaintiff Joshua Little is a citizen of New Jersey and resides in Trenton, New 

Jersey.  Plaintiff Little was an Ambit budget billing customer from approximately September 

2013 until May 2016.  

10. Plaintiff Samantha Mason is a citizen of New Jersey and resides in East 

Brunswick, New Jersey.  Plaintiff Mason was an Ambit budget billing customer from 

approximately December 2011 until January 2016. 

11. Plaintiff Gregory Stewart is a citizen of New Jersey and resides in Howell, New 

Jersey.  Plaintiff Stewart was an Ambit budget billing customer from approximately November 

2012 until December 2015.  

12. Ambit’s website tells the story of how Ambit’s co-founders Jere Thompson, Jr. 

and Chris Chambless formed their energy enterprise in 2006 after “a friendly chat about energy 

deregulation over turkey sandwiches.”  

13. Since 2006, the energy operation has been known to the public as “Ambit,” which 

the two founders have operated through a tangled web of interrelated Ambit-labeled energy 

companies.  All of the Ambit affiliated and subsidiary companies are based out of the same 
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downtown Dallas address, 1801 N. Lamar Street, Suite 200, including the Defendant Ambit 

companies responsible for the unlawful conduct that harmed Plaintiffs. 

14. Defendant Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC is a Texas citizen, and headquartered 

at the downtown Dallas location.2  Upon information and belief, Defendant Ambit Energy 

Holdings, LLC is the primary actor responsible for the deceptive and unlawful conduct that 

harmed Plaintiffs.  

15. At all relevant times, Defendant Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC, individually and 

through the various Defendant Texas-based entities that serve as its operating companies, agents, 

or departments, marketed, sold, and supplied electricity and natural gas to Plaintiffs and 

hundreds of thousands of other consumers in the service territories of various incumbent energy 

suppliers in New Jersey and at least fifteen other states and the District of Columbia.  These 

suppliers in New Jersey include PSEG, Jersey Central Power and Light, Atlantic City Electric, 

Rockland Electric, South Jersey Gas and New Jersey Natural Gas.  

16. Defendant Ambit Northeast, LLC is a Delaware limited liability company with 

a principal place of business located at 1801 North Lamar Street, Suite 200, Dallas, Texas.  

Defendant Ambit Northeast, LLC, is also a wholly owned subsidiary of Defendant Ambit Energy 

Holdings, LLC and has the same executive team as the holding company.  Defendant Ambit 

Northeast, LLC is the counterparty on all contracts sent to Plaintiffs. 

                                                
2 Defendant Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC is a limited liability corporation.  Its citizenship is 
thus determined by its sole managing member, another Texas limited liability company called 
Ambit Holdings, LLC.  This managing member in turn has as its own sole managing member a 
Texas corporation called Ambit Systems, Inc.  Both managing members Ambit Holdings, LLC. 
and Ambit Systems, Inc. are headquartered and have their principal place of business at the North 
Lamar Street address in Dallas. See the following attached documents all filed with the Texas 
Secretary of State and incorporated herein by reference: Exhibit 2, Public Information Report for 
Ambit Holdings, LLC; Exhibit 3, Public Information Report for Ambit Systems, Inc.; and Exhibit 
4, Ambit Systems, Inc.’s Certificate of Formation, which lists Jere W. Thompson as the sole 
member of the initial Board of Directors, and the company’s initial registered agent.  Mr. 
Thompson is also Defendant Ambit Energy Holdings LLC’s registered agent – see attached 
Exhibit 5, Public Information Report.   
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17. At all relevant times Plaintiffs’ energy bills stated that their gas and/or electricity 

were being supplied by Ambit Energy.  While there is no corporate entity called “Ambit 

Energy,” the last listed owner of the Trademark “AMBIT ENERGY” is Defendant Ambit Energy 

Holdings, LLC’s sole member, Ambit Holdings, LLC.  See attached Ex. 1, Federal Trademark 

Registration No. 3,443,624, incorporated herein by reference, stating that “AMBIT ENERGY” is 

for “distribution of energy, namely providing electrical energy and natural gas to residential and 

commercial users.”  Plaintiffs’ bills also direct consumers with questions about Ambit Energy or 

their bills to call Defendant Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC’s Plano, Texas call center.   

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

18. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332 

(the “Class Action Fairness Act”).   

19. This action meets the prerequisites of the Class Action Fairness Act, because the 

claims of the Class defined below exceeds the sum or value of $5,000,000.00, the Class has more 

than 100 members, and diversity of citizenship exists between at least one member of the Class 

and Defendants. 

20. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because they maintain 

sufficient contacts in this jurisdiction, including conducting business within the State of New 

Jersey.  

21. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a)(1) & (2).  

Substantial acts in furtherance of the alleged improper conduct occurred within this District and 

Plaintiffs reside within this District.  

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

I. The Deregulation of New Jersey’s Energy Market 

22. In 1999, New Jersey deregulated the sale of retail gas and electricity.  As a result 

of deregulation, consumers can purchase natural gas and/or electricity through third-party 
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suppliers while continuing to receive delivery of the energy from their existing public utilities.  

These third-party energy suppliers are known as Energy Service Companies (“ESCOs”).  

Following deregulation, ESCOs are subject to minimal regulation by a state’s utility regulator.  

ESCOs like Ambit do not have to file their rates with state utility regulators, or the method by 

which those rates are set.   

23. If a customer switches to an ESCO, the customer will then have their energy 

“supplied” by the ESCO, but still “delivered” by their existing utility.  The customer’s existing 

utility continues to deliver the customer’s bills, which now include both the ESCOs energy 

supply as well as the utility’s delivery costs.   

24. After a customer switches to an ESCO, the customer’s energy supply charge 

[based either on a customer’s kilowatt hour (electricity) or therm (gas) usage] is calculated using 

the supply rate charged by the ESCO and not the utility’s regulated rate.  The supply rate charged 

is itemized on the customer’s bill as the number of kilowatt hours (“kWh”) or therms multiplied 

by the rate.  For example, if a customer uses 145 kWh at a rate of 10.0¢ per kWh, the customer 

will be billed $14.50 (145 x $.10) for their energy supply. 

II. Ambit’s Rapid Expansion 

25. According to its website, Defendant Ambit Energy Holdings, LLC is “the fastest-

growing company in the retail energy sector today.”  In 2010, Inc. Magazine named Ambit the 

fastest growing private company in the United States.  By 2013, Ambit’s annual revenue was 

$1.2 billion. And by August 2014, Ambit had been listed by Inc. Magazine as one of the United 

States’ 5000 fastest growing companies five years in a row.    

26. Defendants’ success, however, comes at the expense of consumers. Using 

deceptive and unconscionable business tactics, Ambit has taken advantage of deregulation and 

the resulting lack of oversight to saddle customers with hidden fees and undisclosed rates.  

III. How Ambit’s Deceptive and Unlawful Budget Billing Practices Harmed Plaintiffs 
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27. Ambit uses at least two illegal tactics to assess its budget billing customers with 

additional, undisclosed charges.  Under the first tactic, the energy company fails to tell customers 

that the budget payments assessed on their monthly bills are not covering all of their energy 

usage.3 In this way, Ambit misrepresents the amount of electricity and gas it is charging its 

customers for.   

28. Under the second tactic, Ambit misrepresents the rate it is using for its budget 

billing customers by disclosing a “budget bill rate” on their monthly bills, while often charging 

them a different “actual rate” behind the scenes.  In this way, Ambit misrepresents the electricity 

and gas rates it is assessing its budget billing customers.   

29. Plaintiff Joshua Little’s Experience as an Ambit Budget Billing Customer:  In 

the spring of 2016 Mr. Little contacted Ambit and told the energy company that he wanted to 

switch to a different supplier.  In May 2016, Plaintiff Little received his final Ambit electricity 

bill and was stunned to see Ambit’s charges -- a total of $5,132.08.   

30. For Mr. Little’s electricity account, the difference between the actual charges 

Ambit had been assessing since September 2013 when he first became a customer until May 

2016 when he discontinued his electricity service and the costs he had paid via budget billing 

during this period was $4,401.79.  This balance was itemized on his bill as an “Adjustment” and 

a “Budget Settlement.”  An image of the relevant portion of Mr. Little’s final Ambit bill showing 

the “Adjustment” and “Budget Settlement” charge is reproduced on the following page: 

                                                
3 Upon information and belief, Ambit does not make up the difference if the actual usage of a 
customer who decided to leave Ambit was lower than the usage they were billed for.  
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A full copy of Mr. Little’s final electricity bill is also attached as Ex. 6.  

31. None of Mr. Little’s prior Ambit bills indicated he was carrying a balance. 

32. In addition, a billing history for Mr. Little’s account shows that Ambit was using 

a higher “Actual Rate” than the billed for “Budget Rate” for Mr. Little’s electricity charges 

during 24 out of the 30 months listed.  For example, from November 2014 until January 2016, 

Ambit billed Mr. Little at a rate of 10.429¢ per kWh while actually charging—and eventually 

billing—him at a rate of over 20¢ per kWh.  Ex. 7 (Electric Bill & Usage History with Budget 

Billing Details for Joshua Little). 

33. None of Mr. Little’s Ambit bills disclose the rate Ambit was actually charging. 

34. Plaintiff Samantha Mason’s Experience as an Ambit Budget Billing 

Customer:  Ms. Mason signed up for budget billing with Ambit for her electric charges in 

December 2011, and for her gas charges in January 2012.  Ms. Mason contacted Ambit in 

November 2015 and told the energy company that she wanted to switch back to her existing 

utility.  As a result, in December 2015 Plaintiff Mason received her final Ambit electricity bill 

only to see that Ambit had charged her a total of $2,405.41.  Ms. Mason received her final gas 

bill in in January 2016, with a total charge from Ambit of $671.07. 

35. For Ms. Mason’s electricity account, the difference between the actual charges 

Ambit had been assessing since December 2011 when she first became a customer until 
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November 2015 when she decided to leave Ambit and the costs she had paid via budget billing 

during this period was $2,206.06.  This balance was itemized on her bill as an “Adjustment” and 

a “Budget Settlement.”  An image of the relevant portion of Ms. Mason’s final Ambit electricity 

bill showing the “Adjustment” and “Budget Settlement” charge is reproduced here: 

 

A full copy of Ms. Mason’s final electricity bill is also attached as Ex. 8.  

36. For Ms. Mason’s gas account, the difference between the actual charges Ambit 

had been assessing since December 2012 until November 2015 when she discontinued her 

service and the costs she had paid via budget billing during this period was $553.75.  This 

balance was itemized on her bill as an “Adjustment” and a “Budget Settlement.” An image of the 

relevant portion of Ms. Mason’s final Ambit gas bill showing the “Budget Settlement” charge is 

reproduced here: 
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A full copy of Ms. Mason’s final gas bill is also attached as Ex. 9.  

37. None of Ms. Mason’s prior Ambit bills indicated she was carrying a balance. 

38. In addition, a billing history for Ms. Mason’s account shows that Ambit was using 

a higher “Actual Rate” than the billed for “Budget Rate” for Ms. Mason’s electricity charges 

during 33 out of the 46 months listed.  For example, from November 2014 until November 2015, 

Ambit billed Ms. Mason at a rate of 10.429¢ per kWh while actually charging—and eventually 

billing—her at a rate of over 20¢ per kWh.  Ex. 10 (Electric Bill & Usage History with Budget 

Billing Details for Samantha Mason). 

39. The billing history for Ms. Mason’s gas account shows that Ambit was using a 

higher “Actual Rate” than the billed for “Budget Rate” for Ms. Mason’s gas charges during 24 

out of the 35 months listed.  For example, from October 2014 until November 2015, Ambit 

billed Ms. Mason at a rate of 66.348¢ per therm while actually charging—and eventually 

billing—her at a rate of over $1 per therm.  Ex. 7 (Gas Bill & Usage History with Budget Billing 

Details for Samantha Mason). 

40. None of Ms. Mason’s Ambit bills disclose the rate Ambit was actually charging. 

41. In response to Ms. Mason’s complaints to the Company about the hidden and 

exorbitant charges, an Ambit representative speaking with Ms. Mason on November 21, 2016 

aptly summarized the conduct giving rise to this lawsuit: 

Representative:  “So you are saying like when you receive like your 
PSE&G bill that the budget bill amount portion for Ambit Energy is 
not broken down that you either have a credit or an accumulated 
balance.” 
 
Plaintiff Mason:  “Correct.” 
 
Representative: “Well then, definitely this [the charge] hits you as a 
surprise at the end.” 
 
Mason:  “Yes.” 
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42. Plaintiff Gregory Stewart’s Experience as an Ambit Budget Billing 

Customer:  Mr. Stewart contacted Ambit in December 2015 and told the energy company that 

he wanted to switch back to his existing utility JCP&L.  As a result, in January 2016, Plaintiff 

received his final Ambit bill and was dismayed to see that Ambit had charged him a total of 

$2,192.60.   

43. For Mr. Stewart’s electricity account, the difference between the actual charges 

Ambit had been assessing since October 2012 when he first became a customer until December 

2015 when he decided to leave Ambit and the costs he had paid via budget billing during this 

period was $2,073.49.  This balance was itemized on his bill as a “Budget Settlement.” An image 

of the relevant portion of Mr. Stewart’s final Ambit bill showing the “Budget Settlement” charge 

is reproduced here: 

                           

A full copy of Mr. Stewart’s final electricity bill is also attached as Ex. 12.  

44. None of Mr. Stewart’s prior Ambit bills indicated he was carrying a balance. 

45. In addition, a billing history for Mr. Stewart’s account shows that Ambit was 

using a higher “Actual Rate” than the billed for “Budget Rate” for Mr. Stewart’s electricity 

charges during 16 out of the 37 months he was a budget billing customer.  For example, from 

December 2014 until November 2015, Ambit billed Mr. Stewart at a rate of 9.5¢ per kWh while 

actually charging—and eventually billing—him at a rate of over 17¢ per kWh.  Ex. 13 (Electric 

Bill & Usage History with Budget Billing Details for Gregory Stewart). 

46. None of Mr. Stewart’s Ambit bills disclose the rate Ambit was actually charging. 
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CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

47. Plaintiffs sue on their own behalf and on behalf of a Class for damages and 

injunctive relief under Rules 23(a), (b)(2), (b)(3), and (c)(4) of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure.   

48. The Class, preliminarily defined as three subclasses, is as follows: 

a. All Ambit customers in New Jersey who were enrolled in a budget billing 
program from November 28, 2009 and thereafter. 

 
 

49. Excluded from the Class are the officers and directors of Defendants, members of 

the immediate families of the officers and directors of Defendants, and their legal 

representatives, heirs, successors or assigns and any entity in which they have or have had a 

controlling interest.  Also excluded are all federal, state and local government entities; and any 

judge, justice or judicial officer presiding over this action and the members of their immediate 

families and judicial staff. 

50. Plaintiffs do not know the exact size of the Class (hereafter collectively the 

“Class” unless otherwise specified), since such information is in the exclusive control of 

Defendants.  Plaintiffs believe, however, that based on the number of Ambit customers, the Class 

encompasses thousands of individuals whose identities can be readily ascertained from 

Defendants’ records.  Plaintiffs also believe that the Class has thousands of members.  

Accordingly, the members of the Class are so numerous that the joinder of all such persons is 

impracticable. 

51. Plaintiffs are adequate class representatives.  Their claims are typical of the 

claims of the Class and do not conflict with the interests of any other members of the Class.  

Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class were subject to the same or similar conduct.  

Further, Plaintiffs and the Class sustained substantially the same injuries and damages arising out 

of Defendants’ conduct. 
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52. Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of all Class members.  

Plaintiff has retained competent and experienced class action attorneys to represent their interests 

and those of the Class. 

53. Questions of law and fact are common to the Class and predominate over any 

questions affecting only individual Class members, and a class action will generate common 

answers to the questions below, which are apt to drive the resolution of this action: 

a. Whether Defendants’ conduct violates the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act 
(N.J.S.A. 56:8-1 et seq.); 
 

b. Whether Defendants’ conduct violates the New Jersey Truth-in-Consumer 
Contract, Warranty and Notice Act (N.J.S.A. 56:12-14 et seq.); 
 

c. Whether Defendants were unjustly enriched by their conduct; 

 
d. Whether the Class members have been injured by Defendants’ conduct; 

 
e. Whether, and to what extent, equitable relief should be imposed on Defendants 

to prevent them from continuing their unlawful practices; and 
 

f. The extent of class-wide injury and the measure of damages for those injuries. 

54. A class action is superior to all other available methods for resolving this 

controversy because i) the prosecution of separate actions by Class members will create a risk of 

adjudications with respect to individual Class members that will, as a practical matter, be 

dispositive of the interests of the other Class members not parties to this action, or substantially 

impair or impede their ability to protect their interests; ii) the prosecution of separate actions by 

Class members will create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to 

individual Class members, which will establish incompatible standards for Defendants’ conduct; 

iii) Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to all Class 

members; and iv) questions of law and fact common to the Class predominate over any questions 

affecting only individual Class members.  
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55. Further, the following issues are also appropriately resolved on a classwide basis 

under Fed. R. Civ. P.  23(c)(4): 

a. Whether Defendants’ conduct violates the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act 
(N.J.S.A. 56:8-1 et seq.); and 
 

b. Whether, and to what extent, equitable relief should be imposed on Defendants 
to prevent them from continuing their unlawful practices; 

 
56. Accordingly, this action satisfies the requirements set forth under Fed. R. Civ. P.  

23(a), 23(b), and 23(c)(4). 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

COUNT I 

THE NEW JERSEY CONSUMER FRAUD ACT N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, ET SEQ.   

57. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each and every allegation contained 

in the preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

58. Plaintiffs bring this claim under the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act (N.J.S.A. 

56:8-1 et seq.) on their own behalf and on behalf of each member of the Class who was an Ambit 

budget billing customer on or after November 28, 2009. 

59. Defendants have engaged in an unconscionable and deceptive commercial practice 

under the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act. 

60. Defendants misrepresented and failed to disclose the total amount of energy 

Plaintiffs and the Class were charged for and instead saddled them with previously undisclosed 

charges when Plaintiffs and the Class discontinued their service with Ambit.  Defendants made 

these misrepresentation on customers’ monthly bills and the Ambit website, neither of which 

disclose that customers are accruing charges they will have to pay if they discontinue service with 

Ambit.  

61. Ambit also unlawfully misrepresented to Plaintiffs and the Class the energy supply 

rates it was using to calculate charges for its budget billing customers by disclosing a “budget 
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bill rate” on customers’ monthly bills, while often charging them a different “actual rate” behind 

the scenes.  

62. Ambit’s monthly bills and/or website misled Plaintiffs and the Class into 

believing that the charges on their bills were covering all amounts due and that the rates 

disclosed on their bills were the rates Ambit was using to calculate their monthly payments.   

63. As a result of Defendants’ unconscionable, unlawful, deceptive and unfair trade 

practice, Plaintiffs and other members of the Class have suffered injury and monetary damages in an 

amount to be determined at the trial of this action, and upon information and belief, in the tens of 

millions of dollars.  

64. Pursuant to the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, this Court has the power to enjoin 

the continuation of Defendants’ unlawful and unconscionable acts.  Unless enjoined by this Court, 

Defendants will continue their practice of deceptive billing. 

COUNT II 

THE NEW JERSEY TRUTH-IN-CONSUMER CONTRACT, WARRANTY AND 

NOTICE ACT N.J.S.A. 56:12-14, ET SEQ.   

65. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each and every allegation contained 

in the preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

66. Plaintiffs bring this claim under the New Jersey Truth-in-Consumer Contract, 

Warranty and Notice Act (N.J.S.A. 56:12-14 et seq.) (“TCCWNA”) on their own behalf and on 

behalf of each member of the Class who was an Ambit budget billing customer on or after 

November 28, 2009. 

67. Ambit is a “seller, lessor, creditor, lender or bailee” under the TCCWNA.  N.J.S.A. 

56:12-15. 

68. Plaintiffs are “consumer[s]” under the TCCWNA.  Id. 
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69. Ambit’s website and the monthly bills sent to Plaintiffs and the Class are each a 

“consumer contract” or “consumer notice or sign” under the TCCWNA.  N.J.S.A. 56:12-1. 

70. Ambit’s website and the monthly bills sent to Plaintiffs and the Class violate the 

TCCWNA because they include provisions that violate clearly established legal rights and 

responsibilities.  N.J.S.A. 56:12-15. 

71. Ambit’s monthly bills sent to Plaintiffs and the Class contain provisions, as 

detailed above, that misrepresented the total amount of energy Plaintiffs and the Class were 

charged for and misrepresented to Plaintiffs and the Class the energy supply rates it was using to 

calculate charges for its budget billing customers.  Ambit’s secret charges and rate adjustments 

were designed to intentionally mislead customers.  

72. As a result of being misled by Ambit’s monthly bills and/or website, Plaintiffs 

and the Class suffered injury and monetary damages in an amount to be determined at the trial of 

this action, and upon information and belief, in the tens of millions of dollars.  

73. Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 56:12-17, Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to a civil 

penalty of not less than $100.00, or for actual damages, or both, together with reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and court costs, and any additional relief the Court deems appropriate. 

COUNT III 

UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

74. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each and every allegation 

contained in the preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

75. Plaintiffs bring this claim on their own behalf and on behalf of each member of 

the Class who was an Ambit budget billing customer on or after November 28, 2009 

76. As a result of their deceptive, unlawful, and unfair conduct, Defendants have been 

unjustly enriched. 
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77. By reason of these Defendants’ wrongful conduct, these Defendants have 

benefited from receipt of these improper funds, and under principles of equity and good 

conscience, these Defendants should not be permitted to keep this money. 

78. As a result of Defendants’ collection of improper and excessive energy charges, it 

would be unjust and/or inequitable for these Defendants to retain the benefits of their conduct 

without restitution to Plaintiffs and the Class of the monies paid to these Defendants.  

Accordingly, these Defendants must account to Plaintiffs and the Class for their unjust 

enrichment.   

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court: 

(a) Issue an order certifying the Class defined above, appointing the Plaintiffs 
as Class representatives, and designating the undersigned firm as Class 
Counsel; 
 

(b) Find that Defendants have committed the violations of law alleged herein; 
 

(c) Enter an order granting monetary relief pursuant to the New Jersey 
Consumer Fraud Act (N.J.S.A. 56:8-1 et seq.) on behalf of the Class;   
 

(d) Enter an order granting monetary relief pursuant to the New Jersey Truth-
in-Consumer Contract, Warranty and Notice Act (N.J.S.A. 56:12-14 et 
seq.) on behalf of the Class; 

 
(e) Determine that Defendants have been unjustly enriched as a result of their 

wrongful conduct, and enter an appropriate order awarding restitution and 
monetary damages to the Class; 

 
(f) Render an award of compensatory damages, the amount of which is to 

be determined at trial; 
 

(g) Render an award of treble damages pursuant to law; 
 

(h) Issue an injunction or other appropriate equitable relief requiring 
Defendants to refrain from engaging in the deceptive practices alleged 
herein; 

 
(i) Enter judgment including interest, costs, reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, 

and expenses; and 
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(j) Grant all such other relief as the Court deems appropriate. 

 
 
Dated: November 28, 2016 

 Armonk, New York   
WITTELS LAW 
 
By:      _/s/ Steven L. Wittels_________ 

Steven L. Wittels 
J. Burkett McInturff  
Tiasha Palikovic 
 
18 HALF MILE ROAD 
ARMONK, NEW YORK 10504  
Telephone: (914) 319-9945 
Facsimile: (914) 273-2563 
slw@wittelslaw.com 
jbm@wittelslaw.com 

      tpalikovic@wittelslaw.com 
 

      Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
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